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In 2020 the West Coast experienced, the most destructive series of wildfires in history. The West Coast is subject to 
Wildfires, Earthquakes, Floods and Mudslides. In 2020 alone, nearly 10,000 Wildfires burned over 4 million acres that 
damaged or destroyed over 10,000 homes, and resulted in 33 fatalities. Smoke-filled summers and recovering from large 
disasters are becoming the new normal for the West Coast. COVID-19 adds even more challenges to preparedness 
and recovery efforts. Disaster fatigue among organizations and funders pose yet another challenge. Catholic Charities 
Santa Rosa has been responding to disasters since 2015 and has become a leader in developing systems and processes to 
make recovery efforts more efficient and effective. Last year, our workshop for the annual gathering displayed the data 
system and DCM program that we built out to enable streamlined processes and reporting among multiple recovery 
partners.

INTRODUCTION



This workshop will focus on the prioritization of disaster survivor cases, data collection to inform funding needs, 
construction analysis as it relates to unmet needs, and building preparedness activities into recovery plans.
Today we will be presenting on how we have overcome challenges presented by a pandemic during recovery as well 
as the following:
• Data collection
• Shared agreements
• Prioritization of cases
• Construction cost analysis for Unmet Needs and determining what ‘under-insured’ means.
• Building preparedness into recovery plans



• VOAD/COAD- Voluntary/Community Organizations Active in Disaster
• LAC/DRC- Local Assistance Center/Disaster Recovery Center
• DCM- Disaster Case Management
• LTRG-Long Term Recovery Group
• ROI-Release of Information
• DSA-Data Sharing Agreement
• Triage-targeted questioning to sort, level or prioritize cases
• Unmet Needs- What a disaster survivor has AFTER all resources are evaluated or used.  A GAP in their 

ability to recover to a stable permanent housing situation.

TERMS



Case 
Management 
Software for 
Digital Case 

Files

Efforts to Outcomes (ETO) is used for 
program data and supports a fully paperless 
Disaster Case Management Program

Fully digital case files was critical to 
continuing program operations and success 
during the pandemic when staff were 
working remotely

Case Record Reviews by Quality Improvement 
can be done remotely



Data Sharing 
Agreement

• DSA’s are critical for 
coordination large response 
effort across a region, with 
different COADs and 
multiple partner agencies

• The DSA specifies what data 
will be collected, how it will 
be shared, confidentiality 
parameters, and shared 
database usage



Release of 
Information

• Specified in the DSA

• Required for clients to be entered 
in shared database

• Protects client’s personal 
information, and informs them 
who will have access to their 
information

• ROIs are completed during initial 
intake 



Having coordinated 
forms, data collection, 

and confidentiality 
protections in place 

allows us to respond to a 
disaster quicker with 

confidence that we will 
have the data needed for 

funding and reporting 
and to support the long-
term recovery process.



Reporting

• The system we have set up with shared data across partners in the region 
allows us to have reports as intakes come in to evaluate the need across 
region, helps determine how many long-term cases there may be, re-
builds, potential unmet needs, and the number of case 
managers/supervisors that will be needed to assist with requesting grant 
funding. 



Prioritization of cases

Prioritizing or Leveling of your 
entire caseload lists will allow 
for quick case assignment and 
estimating overall funding 
needs



Prioritizing cases during a pandemic



Levels and criteria
Level 1- insured or low vulnerability. No significant referral needs. no unmet need.

Level 2 insured or low vulnerability with referral needs and no unmet need.

Level 3 – Survivor is a renter or owner. Survivor fits into eligibility criteria. Is 
uninsured or underinsured, lower income or loss of income due to disaster, needs 
temporary housing and then permanent housing, needs significant help 
navigating recovery and resources.

Level 4 – Owner or renter.  Fits into eligibility criteria.  Needs significant help 
navigating recovery.  Will have a HIGH estimated Unmet Need.  Most uninsured 
homeowners will fit into level 4.





Construction 
Support

• Construction Analyst reviews projects 
and makes a recommendation for the 
construction committee for unmet 
need

Construction Cost 
Analysis

• Construction Analyst reviews projects 
and makes a recommendation for the 
construction committee presentation

Construction 
Project Review 

and 
Recommendation

• Filled out by case managers 

• Construction Project Scope and Status

• Used to track rebuild process from 
start to final move in

General 
Committee Case 

Presentation 
Summary
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Construction 
Cost Analysis 
and Unmet 
Needs

• LTRG and Construction rebuild options and 
cost estimates

• Triage data to determine overall unmet need

• What other costs to consider in Unmet 
Needs

• Ensuring your community of Disaster 
Survivors are more resilient by including 
preparedness in all recovery plans





Rebuild Costs Analysis for DCM program
Cost analysis
Average (minimum and maximum) square foot homes in the area
Average material/labor costs for area
Zoning ordinances
HOA-Home owners Associations
Modest or economy style home and materials

Rebuild options and vialbility
Rebuild programs- Volunteer rebuilders. Sweat Equity programs. Owner builder.
Loan or grant availability
Insurance payout amounts
Traditional stick build
Manufactured home
No liens on property
Client has $ to maintain property taxes and home?



INSURANCE DECLARATIONS PAGE



Client A Other
factors

Client B Client B Client C

Insurance amt
Contents: 125k
Structure: 325k

NO HOA Insurance amt
Contents: 50k
Structure: 400k

HOA add
50k to 
cost

Insurance amt
Contents 225k
Structure 225k

NO HOA

DCM will deduct 
40k from contents

DCM will deduct 
40k from contents

DCM will deduct 40k 
from contents

Leaving 85k to add 
to rebuild

Leaving 10k to add 
to rebuild

Leaving 185k to add 
to rebuild

Total insurance for 
rebuild is 325k plus 
85k- $410k

Total insurance for 
rebuild is 400k plus 
10k- $410k

Total insurance to 
rebuild is 225k plus 
185k- $410

Rebuild cost is 
$390k

Rebuild cost is 
$390k + HOA 50k 
for fences require

Rebuild
cost is 
$440k

Rebuild cost is 
$390k. 

Client is NOT 
UNDER-Insured

Client is UNDER 
insured

Client is NOT
UNDER-insured

NO UNMET NEED Unmet Need 
request of $30k

NO UNMET NEED

SCENARIO:LTRG has determined the average size of rebuild is 1300 sq ft. and average costs is $300 sq ft ($390,000).The 
program has determined that a household of 4 needs 40k to replace personal contents.



Rebuild options and costs. 

Stick builds

• Permits

• Labor (100-200k)

• Materials (100-200k)

• All phases from foundation to 
finish

• All inspections (multiple 
inspections)

• 8-12 month completion time

Manufactured homes

• Permits

• Purchase –order (60-125k)

• Foundation (8-25k)

• Installation (30k-80k)

• Inspections

• 3-8 months completion time



Summary

• Data sharing agreements

• ROI

• Prioritizing cases

• Coordination with LTRG, COAD, funders and others

• Construction cost analysis and under insured cases

• preparedness items that build resilience in recovery planning



Key take away's

• Work within your local COAD/VOAD or LTRG to identify consistent 
intake forms, including at minimum registration, triage (with a 
prioritization method), ROI, data sharing agreement, and identify 
where this data will be tracked and how it will be kept secure.

• For prioritization of cases: establish guidelines or eligibility criteria for 
disaster related needs and create procedures based on best practices 
(from National VOAD model, other Catholic Charities, an accrediting 
body etc.) in order to inform funding needs early on, as well as to 
inform LTRG Unmet Needs Committee.

• Always keep the client experience as the top priority and question 
why the data is being collected and how it can be streamlined.



Contacts

• Lindsey Hazlewood: lhazlewood@srcharities.org

• Melissa Reece: mreece@srcharities.org




